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browluxe®

[noun] [br-ow]-[lu-x]

an inclusive brand that 
empowers and aims to 

celebrate natural beauty. 

giovanna  
minenna

Founder and CEO

I was sending clients to other retailers to purchase 
pencils; they didn’t know what to buy, what 
colours etc. So I wanted to have a line in-studio 
that was really easy to match undertone, skin 
tone and were easy to use at home for the client.  

What better brand than our own?!
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DIFFERENT?
what makes us
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browluxe® was designed with 
the end-consumer in mind 
and has perfectly moulded 
into a product option that 
fills a gap in the category for 
retailers. 
 
With our Precision Brow Pencil, you’ll be able to 
access budget-concious consumers and make them 
more comfortable coming into your stores more 
frequently. The beauty of adding browluxe® to your 
prodict catalogue is creating the opportunity for a 
broadened consumer base who aren’t feeling the 
squeeze on their wallet for a single product. 
 
All of this along with a luxury-level, consumer-friendly 
product sets us apart in the market.
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SHADES
that actually match our ccustomer s
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SHADE RANGE 
 

We’ve designed our shade range with each of you in mind! 
Our newly expanded range of eight shades cater from the lightest 
of beauties to the darkest of babes. 

UNDERTONES 
 

We want to complement you! 
With cool, neutral, and warm undertones, we 
know you’ll find your perfect brow pencil. 

COOL NEUTRAL WARM



UNDERTONE
why does
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Separating our shade range into three undertone 
categories was a no-brainer for us. 
 
Breaking down the shade selection process for our customers was top priority. 
 
We want the shopping expierence to be comfortable from beginning to end, so 
that ever consumer can find their perfect match, without any confusion.

NEUTRALWARM COOL

matter?
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browluxe® was designed for all-
day wear; there are no touch 
ups needed with our ultra life-
resistant formula.

We are Leaping Bunny Certified 
and Vegan-Friendly!
 
No animals were used in the testing 
of browluxe® products. 

LONG LASTING 

SMUDGE PROOF

 
SWEAT PROOF 

 
BUILDABLE 
 

CRUELTY-FREE

FORMULA
 The
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The sleek browluxe® Precision 
Brow Pencil has a dual-ended, 
travel-friendly component; 
complete with slanted precision 
triangle tip and luxe spoolie for the 
perfect application each time.

With the precision tip, easily apply 
hair-like strokes to fill the brow 
naturally, or utilize the long edge 
for a full-fill bold brow.

Mistakes? No more.  Blend and 
perfect application with the  
soft spoolie end.

No more guess work! Identify each 
pencil’s shade with ease thanks to 
the shade swatch identifier.

INNOVATION
 The

SPOOLIE BRUSH 
 
The sleek gold component also features a built-in spoolie  
for brow grooming.
It’s also a great way to blend and soften any harsh pencil lines to 
create a perfect filled brow. The click-close lid and sleek, thin design 
make it easier to take this pencil anywhere and everywhere!

PRECISION TIP
 
We’ve designed this pencil with ease of use in mind. 
The angled tip effortlessly creates the brow shape that fits you.
Fill in thin spots by adding dimension with the long edge or define 
individual brow hairs for a natural look with pointed tip. 
Our waterproof formula will ensure your brows star put all day!
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BROWS
Fool proof

With the precision tip, easily apply hair-like 
strokes to fill the brow naturally, or utilize the 
long edge for a full-fill bold brow.

Mistakes? No more. Blend and perfect application with the  
soft spoolie end.

No need to be an expert! Our amazing formula is  
beginner-friendly. Build-up the application as desired!
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SEE US  
        IN ACTION
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xoxo

we can’t wait to hear from you 
hello@browluxe.ca


